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From the President’s desk
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From the President’s desk :

India’s largest platform for AI & Analytics leaders, professionals & aspirants have taken
rapid strides and have become a global commune with geographical presence in five
locations: India, USA, UK, Middle East & Australia and our coverage represents 575+ top of 
line by-invite AI & Analytics leaders from 490+ organizations and 21000+ active and
growing members from 800+ enterprises. We intend to bring best-in-class global AI &
Analytics thought leaders & influencers from multiple countries and cross-pollinate the 
learnings for our global 3AI members and external ecosystem.

Over the previous years, we have executed a whopping 450+ differentiated and
multifarious AI & Analytics engagements and interventions on 3AI platform attended by 
an aggregate base of 1.9 Mn participants and generated a collective 9.4 Mn impressions 
across social channels. Our flagship talk session – Knowledge Insights Series completed 
120+ episodes covering topical and contemporary AI & Analytics themes and topics. Our 
talk show – AI Makers Unpacked profiles the professional journey of leaders in an
engrossing format. Our third thought leadership format - AI CORE Talks provide our
members a new experience of AI & Analytics leaders delivering deep dive on AI led
technologies and tools in a succinct manner. 3AI’s constant endeavour remains to push 
the bar up and keep innovating bespoke and customized programs for our members and 
the larger AI & Analytics ecosystem.

In the continuum , 3AI will be coming up with its first ever in-person event – BEYOND …. The 
New Possibilities on 17th February , 2023 at Radisson Blu , Outer Ring Road. BEYOND 2023 
promises to be its one-of-a kind AI & Analytics event driven by themes & topics sourced 
from our thought leaders , backed by data and ground-up industry analysis of AI &
Analytics strategic trends , themes , scenarios in Indian & global enterprises , GCCs,
Technology , BPM , Cloud & Consulting firms , pure play analytics firms , platform providers 
& startups . The first edition of BEYOND will be graced by 30+ eclectic and marquee
speakers , who will share the first-hand perspective and insights into the new- age AI & 
Analytics possibilities and will be attended by 150 CXOs and 500 + participants. We look 
forward to your presence at the BEYOND summit .

3AI Networking Meetup sessions with our esteemed thought leaders across cities
coming together in person over topical, thought provoking discussions along with
networking opportunities have become a sought after property for leadership networking 
& development and so far, we have concluded 40 + networking meetups sessions across 
Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad , Mumbai , Pune & Dubai bringing together 500 + 
thought leaders for intimate networking and dialogues and will continue to have more 
networking sessions across multiple cities.



To broad base the knowledge areas of our thought leaders and go inch-wide , mile deep ; 
we have launched SIGnature Forums : Special Interest Groups wherein tour 575 + thought 
leaders will be segmented by Industry segments : Banking, FS, Insurance, Retail/CPG,
Manufacturing , Lifesciences/Healthcare etc., Business functions : CX, Digital Marketing 
, Supply Chain , Risk/Fraud , HR , FP&A etc. & Technologies – Conversational AI , Image 
Classification , Computer vision etc.  basis their expertise and executable experience and 
SIGnature Forums anchors will work towards initiating deep and contextualized themes in 
form of speaking engagements , reports and group discussions to broaden the AI &
Analytics driven ecosystem through these SIGnature Forums.

3AI have continuously embarked upon to fill up the much-needed void on thought
leadership deficit and has been augmenting the outreach and branding quotient for our 
575+ thought leaders in the AI & Analytics landscape & ecosystem through crafted series 
of bespoke, personalised and novel engagements and interventions. Our proprietary TL 
matrix captures persona based attributes  and focus areas for each thought leader and 
accordingly, plan and execute personalised and differentiated branding engagements & 
interventions for them in the speaking, publishing, mentoring & networking spheres 
enhanced through our massive outreach on 3AI platform with 21000+ 3AI members.
Further, our thought leaders are uniquely segmented into 5 circles rendered by GCCs, 
Indian enterprises, technology/cloud/consulting firms, platform players/startups & pure 
play analytics firms.

To enhance outreach, branding, positioning and business development for Startups, we 
have initiated 3AI UPStart program focused exclusively on enabling AI & Analytics Startups 
to leverage our platform for outreach, expertise build up and penetration in the AI &
Analytics ecosystem.

3AI is always keen to learn , absorb and will function in a nimble & agile mode ….we
continue to look for constant feedback and suggestions from our thought leaders,
members and the ecosystem. Please feel free to reach out to us at president@3ai.in with 
your inputs, suggestions and feedback.

Sincere thanks for your association and best wishes for the Year 2023.

Sameer Dhanrajani
President, 3AI
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BEYOND 2023 is a one-of-a-kind AI & Analytics event driven by themes & topics sourced from 
our thought leaders, backed by data and ground-up industry analysis of AI & Analytics
strategic trends, themes, scenarios in Indian & global enterprises, GCCs, Technology, BPM, 
Cloud & Consulting firms, pure-play analytics firms, platform providers & startups. The first 
edition of BEYOND will be graced by 30+ eclectic and marquee speakers, who will share the 
first-hand perspective and insights into the new-age AI & Analytics possibilities and will be 
attended by 150 CXOs and 500+ participants.

The New Possibilities...
The Much-Awaited New-Age
AI & Analytics Event of 2023

Friday, 17th February 2023
Radisson Blu Hotel Outer Ring Road, Bengaluru

Register Now
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Award Categories

3AI ACME Awards 2023 Winners will be announced & felicitated at

The 3AI ACME Awards 2023 will recognize selected leaders, professionals, 
enterprises, GCCs, and startups across 5 different award categories that 

have significantly executed the art of solving large, complex & unresolved 
problems through AI & Analytics.

Submit Nominations
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3AI is now a proud family of 21000+ growing & active members                             
constituting the largest ecosystem of AI & Analytics leaders,
professionals & aspirants. This represents 15000+ working
professionals from 920+ enterprises across 16
geographies and 6000+ students.

A BIG THANKS & GRATITUDE to our Thought Leaders, 
Members, Partners, Patrons, Well-wishers and 3AI 
Team Members.
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India’s largest platform for AI & Analytics leaders, professionals and
aspirants is fast expanding its geographical boundaries and is now live 
in UK and Dubai. 3AI is on a relentless mission to fill up the much-needed 
void in democratizing and upping the thought leadership quotient in AI, 
Analytics & Data Sciences industry and is assiduously pursuing the
purpose to create the largest and widest global commune and
ecosystem of AI & Analytics leaders, professionals and aspirants.

Our geographical footprints in India, the Middle East, USA, Australia and UK 
will provide seamless cross-pollination of best practices and
knowledge sharing amongst our bespoke global AI & Analytics thought 
leaders & influencers to our 21,000+ global 3AI members and will provide 
ample opportunities for partner enterprises on accentuating thought 
leadership quotient, branding & visibility, promote talent advocacy &
professional development.

India | USA | UK | Middle East | Australia

3AI Geographical Expansion:
Live in Dubai and UK
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3AI Clarion Leadership Roundtable Series
3AI: India’s largest platform for AI & Analytics aspirants & professionals 
is unveiling a unique and differentiated leadership roundtable series: 3AI 
Clarion that will focus on exploring capabilities, applications, and use 
cases of AI & Analytics adoption in multiple industry segments coupled 
with recommending the accelerating AI & Analytics journey roadmap for 
accomplishing transformation, growth & ROI. The leadership roundtable 
will also discuss on the upcoming AI & Analytics opportunities for the new 
age and existing professionals on the business, domain, technology and 
functional side and will also relay the requisite competencies and
proficiencies that the aspirants and existing workforce need to develop 
to excel in the AI & Analytics arena. The leadership roundtable series
speakers will consist of 3AI’s top-of-the-line, accomplished thought 
leaders. A must-attend series that promises to be riveting & engaging 
and will provide an ample set of takeaways to the participants.

Watch Here Watch Here

 https://youtu.be/YczwdYVwGkA
https://youtu.be/fKK18etBqdQ
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3AI Bespoke Leadership Rountable 

Accelerating AI & Analytics in Indian Enterprises – Strategic
Approaches successfully concluded the previous Friday and it brought 
together five seasoned and eclectic AI & Analytics leaders from Aditya 
Birla Group, Tata Insights and Quants, Reliance Industries, Hero Enterprises 
& Vedanta Group. The Roundtable session, first in its genre discussed
holistic facets of the state of AI & Analytics adoption & application areas in 
Indian enterprises and the associated facets around corporate strategy, 
business value creation, stakeholders alignment and culture. The leaders 
also touched upon strategic and operational approaches in accelerating 
AI & Analytics adoption in enterprises and laid out scenarios to enable 
Indian enterprises becoming AI-first enterprises. 3AI Bespoke Leadership 
Roundtable session was a resounding success with a whopping 2000+ 
participants with representation from 57+ enterprises.

Watch Here

https://youtu.be/lcj-Ha9HhVY
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AI FOR YOU: The New Game Changer Dialogues
An engaging Book Review Session with 

Shalini Kapoor Irina Ghose and Pankaj Rai.
anchored by

Artificial Intelligence is all around us. It is set to transform the way we run 
businesses. Yet people fear it and businesses struggle to derive
maximum value from it. Learning from the best practices of industry
leaders, AI For You book - The New Game Changer book authored by
Shalini Kapoor & Sameep Mehta published by Bloomsbury Publishing India 
brings together several frameworks and tools for infusing AI in business 
processes. The book demystifies AI, simplifies the complexities around AI 
technologies and describes how to take AI from lab to field while
satisfying the concerns of different stakeholders.

AI for You: The New Game Changer Dialogues on 3AI platform brings
together Irina & Pankaj engaging in a diverse yet well rounded set of 
conversations punctuated with anecdotal reflections & illustrations with 
Shalini on a mélange of themes about AI and its ensuing areas around 
Strategy, Innovation, Technology, Talent, Culture & Adoption.

Watch Here

https://lnkd.in/dWH4jgJY


3AI has embarked upon a new & novel initiative for our thought leaders: 
SIGnature Forums (Special interest Groups) to trigger and develop deep 
knowledge & expertise in state of AI & Analytics adoption, applications 
and use cases across industry segments, business functions & ensuing 
technologies. With 575 + top of line global AI & Analytics thought leaders 
on the platform; SIGnature forums will have 3AI thought leaders
segregated within different industry segments, business functions and 
technologies groups basis their inclinations and respective SIGnature 
Forums will converge to discuss, brainstorm and participate in several 
differentiated engagements and interventions on 3AI platform.
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At 3AI, we have a maniacal focus on accentuating the thought
leadership quotient for our 575+ Global Thought Leaders (TLs); Through 
our proprietary TL matrix, we have a structured program management 
team to curate bespoke engagements and track the thought leadership 
elements of each thought leader in the four quadrants of Speaking,
Publishing, Mentoring & Networking.

We have created 4 novel formats in the 3AI thought leaders Networking 
segment :
* Networking Meet up sessions
* Thought Leader Open House
* Immersion sessions (with prospective TLs) and
* SIGnature forums (Special interest Groups ) to promote intimate
networking, forge new connections and deep dive into topical AI &
Analytics themes & trends.

3AI has conducted Thought Leaders Networking meetup sessions across 
different locations in this quarter covering 300+ 3AI thought leaders and 
did exhaustive open house/immersion sessions across different cities.

In 2023, we will continue to introduce new formats to up the ante on
democratizing the thought leadership element in AI & Analytics industry.

3AI Networking Meetup Sessions
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AI Core Talks

3AI, India’s largest platform for AI & Analytics leaders,
professionals & aspirants have crafted new formats & themes to 
enhance thought leadership quotient & trigger knowledge
augmentation areas for our members & ecosystem. 

We are unveiling a new format of the AI talk show series.

An in-depth, comprehensive yet pacey conversation & engaging 
talk session in a whole new way & format with proven & emerging 
AI & Analytics leaders that will unravel discussions around:
 
- Best practices and trends in the global AI & Analytics arena 
- Deep dive discussions and pivotal aspects around Core AI topics
- Novel innovations, transformations in AI & Analytics technologies, 
adoption & implementation approaches.

Episode #20
will be released on Friday 16th December 2022

https://3ai.in/3ai-core-talks/


EP-12  Bharathram

EP-15  Rajan Gupta

EP-18 Dharmesh kothari

EP-13  Biddappa Muthappa

EP-16  Rahul Prakash

EP-19  Abhishek Tandon

EP-14  Kashyap Kompella

EP-17 Dr. Devesh Bathla

EP-20 Srinath Sivalenka

AI Core Talks series episodes:
October - December 2022
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India’s largest platform for AI & Analytics leaders, professionals & aspirants

3AI Knowledge Insights series sessions are the most
sought-after Sunday sessions amongst leaders, professionals, 
students and the broader AI & Analytics community. Over the 
previous 100 weeks, we have brought together top-of-line AI 
& Analytics leaders & practitioners to discuss & deliver a wide 
array of themes around AI & Analytics trends, technologies, 
applications, adoption, and opportunities across several in-
dustry segments & business functions. The session series have 
dwelled upon path-breaking topics and demystified
perspectives and is a treasure trove for leaders, working pro-
fessionals, students, and aspirants for pertinent AI & Analytics 
knowledge acquisition and absorption.
 
Immense thanks to our 575+ thought leaders & mentors for 
their patronage. We will continue to introduce new content & 
speakers in the session series for our 21000+ members. Take a 
sneak peek & trivia of our 100 3AI knowledge insights sessions 
at https://3ai.in/knowledge-insights/.
 
Existing members can watch the entire series on 3AI platform:
https://3ai.in/videos-knowledge-insights-series/

Become a 3AI member (https://3ai.in/become-a-member) to-
day to access the previous 100 session recordings and our ad-
ditional knowledge content assets.

16

3AI Knowledge Insights Series

https://3ai.in/videos-knowledge-insights-series/


Paras Nigam

Alapon Sen

Javed Rahman

Balakerthy Punyakoti

Anupama Ananthasairam

Prakash Narayanan

Sameer Ranjan

Hari Charan Rao

Yatish Kumar

3AI Knowledge Insight series
October - December 2022
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Inventory Redeployment 
through Optimized and
Automated Recommendations

Supply Chain of Future (SCoF) Analytics team’s vision, which is a part of Growth Analytics 
Centre (GAC): the global analytics hub for Ab-InBev, is to create value via adoption of cut-
ting-edge practices in Supply Chain domain with a series of digital transformations and 
advanced analytics methodologies to keep the organizations focused on high-value tasks. 
We are transforming our company’s operations which has 200+ Breweries, 600+ Distribu-
tion Centers, 1000+ SKUs and 60+ Verticals. Overall, $25 B+ Industrial and Logistics Operat-
ing cost, where $5Bn+ is incurred in Logistics cost, $2.1Bn+ of expenses in Storage, $4.8Bn+ 
of inventory cost at any given time, $100Mn+ of Obsolescence and $1.7Bn+ of Out of Stock 
is recorded historically.

Inventory Re-Deployment Project

What is Inventory Re-deployment?

Before we jump on to understanding the redeployment process let’s revisit some basics.

There are three important constituents in any supply chain network. They are

• Place where goods are produced (Brewery)
• Intermediate storage or Distribution center
• Retailer or Customer

Inventory deployment is the movement of finished goods from locations “higher” in the 
supply network (like Brewery) to locations “lower” in the supply network (like Distribution 
Centers).

Inventory re-deployment is the movement of finished goods between Distribution Centers.

Below diagram explains
the same:
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Why do we need to redeploy?

We need redeployment to manage out of stock and obsolescence because of high de-
mand volatility and ineffective demand planning.

The goal of the project is to improve stock availability to meet customer demand and 
service levels by optimizing the re-deployment of stock to maintain a balanced inven-
tory across all the depots in a country

• Out of Stock can be defined as the unavailability of specific items or products at the 
point of purchase when the customer is ready to buy.

• Obsolescence can be defined as a product which is near to its expiry date or has 
reached its expiry date which needs to be written off or discarded

Key Issue in Logistics and Supply Chain:

• Inaccurate Demand Forecasting
• Stock Deployment Issues
• Stock planning
• Stock redeployment
• Production Issues
• Logistic Issues

Why is there a need to relook at the Re-deployment process?

There was a question asked by Logistics Capabilities Partners, “Is there a process to check 
re-deployment opportunities for the main risks of Obsolescence and Out of Stock with a 
clear view on cost implications?”

Answer to the question is no!

In the previous process:

• Manual analysis and recommendations were done which were time consuming and 
ad-hoc

• Mostly driven by either obsolescence or demand of the SKU
• Cost effectiveness of the stock movements were not considered
• Only top SKUs with either high obsolescence or high demand were considered for re-

deployment or transfers

We are hence trying to solve the above issues in the optimized process:

• Optimized and automated recommendations
• Driven by Fair Share (which is the concept of having a balanced inventory), Out of 

Stock and Obsolescence Stock
• Recommends the most cost-effective stock movements
• All SKUs are considered for redeployment
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Data Landscape

There are various datafiles used in for the analytical data set preparation at DC-SKU (Dis-
tribution Center-Stock Keeping Unit) level which come from various data sources like SAP, 
Vertica, Tableau dashboard etc. and which can be majorly categorized into the following 
categories:

• Inventory and Orders data
With information on the opening stock, planned in volume, in-transit volume, planned 
production, average demand forecast, customer orders and re-order point

• Depot level data
With information on the location of the DCs, Trip cost involved for the redeployment etc.

• SKU level data
With information on the MACO without VLC, unit of measurement, stock age, out of stock 
etc.

The above-mentioned raw data is further preprocessed and transformed into the analyt-
ical data set.

There are 5 inputs to the optimization model:

• Details on the Source and Destination Distribution Centers which are decided based 
on the calculated stock on floor (in next 7 days), National Average of stock on floor and 
Re-Order Point

• In-risk of Obsolescence Stocks
• Out of Stock
• Trip Cost for redeployment
• MACO without VLC for calculating the profitability from the redeployment

Business Rules and Assumptions

There are various business rules and assumptions which are also an input to the opti-
mization model as constraints. These rules and assumptions vary across countries and 
zones.

The following are a few of the rules and assumptions which need to be followed:

• The redeployment truck size and capacity (or the weight constraint).
• The total number of redeployments to be suggested by the model.
• The maximum number of trucks available to redeploy at source distribution center.
• The actual stock being redeployed must not be more than the total stock available to 

deploy at source and the total stock required to deploy at destination distribution cen-
ters

• Stock cannot be moved below the Reorder Point (The reorder point helps determine 
when to order new inventory. It is a specific point in time that acts as a trigger to re-or-
der as soon as stock has diminished to that certain level) at source distribution centers 
during redeployment 

• The SKUs or stocks that are considered for redeployment etc.
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Optimization Model Solution Design

• The inputs to model help in identification of potential Distributions Centers and SKUs 
which can be considered for re-deployment.

• The optimization objective function is to “maximize profitability” (i.e., MACO benefit – 
Transport Cost) while moving SKU between DC’s, while adhering to the constraints from 
the business rules and assumptions.

• Optimizer iterates through selected options multiple times by trying different combina-
tions of Distributions Centres, Quantity of redeployment load and SKUs to find optimal 
outcome which satisfies all constraints, prioritizing in risk of obsolescence stocks at the 
source DCs and OOS stocks at the destination DCs.

• The redeployment loads suggested by the model are validated by the Inventory De-
ployment Planning team and are executed by the team responsible for Redeployment; 
generally, the Tier-2 Logistics team who also oversee the deployment of stocks from 
distribution centers to the customers.

• The list of redeployment loads from the model are ranked as per benefits vs cost and 
the top suggestions which give us the maximum benefits vs cost are selected. The 
benefits vs costs are constituted of 4 components:

Key elements of Product framework are:

• Automated data pull
Data ecosystem is built with the data being extracted automatically from the data sourc-
es like SAP, Data Lake, Vertica etc.

• Automated model runs
Solution ecosystem is built with AI-powered seamless integration of the redeployment 
model, it’s performance report, root cause analysis and configurable scheduler.

• Interactive user interface for consuming model output
User ecosystem is built with manual automated trigger, integrated downstream platform 
and experiments tracking on the collaboration platform.
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Enriching Customer Data Platforms 
with Customer Identity Graphs in a 
Cookieless World

The pandemic has created substantial changes in our shopping behavior. Even diehard 
offline buyers have moved to online channels, experiencing new ways of buying and ful-
filling their needs through the digital ecosystem. Improving customer engagement and 
value realization by providing relevant content, recommendations, and offers has been 
an area of constant research for organizations. For most marketing and Ad tech compa-
nies, third-party cookies have been a key instrument for content customization on online 
channels. With GDPR, CCPA and other country-specific regulations already in place, there 
is larger scrutiny on collection and usage of customer data, and companies like Google 
and Apple are phasing out the usage of third-party cookies. Browsers like Safari and Fire-
fox have also ended third-party cookies. This regulatory trend impacts all digital compa-
nies who relied mostly on third-party data for their marketing campaigns and are grap-
pling with this new challenge. Organizations are exploring various methods to address this 
challenge and some of them plan to solve it using the following approaches:

• Collect zero-party data
• Collect first-party data
• Set up or enhance customer data platforms (CDP) for the new normal
CDPs enriched with zero-party and first-party data are proposed as the go-to solution in 
the cookieless world. However, it does not solve the problem of resolving customer identify 
from the deluge of data that is fundamental to accurate customer profiling. CDPs require 
an identity resolution framework to make them more impactful by building a differenti-
ated and privacy-compliant customer experience.

Key elements of this approach are:

Collect Zero-Party Data

Zero-party data is the data collected directly from customers with their consent through 
interviews, forms, surveys, polls, emails, chatbots etc. The customer willingly shares such 
data in anticipation of availing better services, personalized recommendations and offers 
from the provider. It is a win-win contract between customer and provider.

Collect First-Party Data

This is the data collected directly by the company from their logged-in or anonymous us-
ers through various channels such as websites, mobile apps, social channels etc. This in-
cludes understanding the customer journey, touchpoints, behavioral instincts, time spent, 
preferences, feedback, reviews, ratings, etc.
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Set up or enhance customer data platforms (CDP) for the new normal

CDPs are platforms that collect data from multiple sources including zero-party and 
first-party sources and endeavor to provide a unified and 360-degree view of the cus-
tomer that can be consumed by other systems. Machine Learning (ML) models are used 
for creating customer profiles, carrying out customer segmentation and fostering recom-
mendation systems for personalized targeting and monetization. The quality of the data 
in CDPs is fundamental to providing the best experience to customers. This is the most 
challenging part. Customers reciprocate well when they trust that the company can un-
derstand their preferences and personalized recommendations provided are relevant. 
Since data is coming from various sources and there are other dimensions of multiple 
devices, multiple endpoints (IP addresses), customer identify resolution becomes critical. 
Identity resolution is the approach of establishing customer identity and creating a single 
view of customer by unifying user data across devices and channels. With advances in 
graph technology, it is possible to create customer identify graphs that can comprehend 
customers’ identity across devices, channels and endpoints, and establish interconnected 
relationships across the data

Using Customer Identity Graphs for CDPs

The first step is to collect the data, cleanse it and transform the data into a graph data 
model consisting of various entities and the relationships between them. This is the raw 
data and has disambiguated entities. Entity resolution is required to further fine-tune and 
establish the relationship for further consumption by end systems. Entity Resolution (ER) is 
the process of analyzing and disambiguating the data to assess if multiple records repre-
sent the same entity such as people, products, organizations, locations, etc. When a user 
accesses a website from different devices at different points in time and using different 
end points (hotspots), the user is saved as a new user in each instance. The data cap-
tured would consist of the digital logs such as device ID, cookie ID, user clicks, page ac-
cessed, time spent, etc. Graph technology offers the best data structures to model such 
data. Leading graph technology providers like Neo4J and TigerGraph have graph data 
science libraries that can be used for entity resolution and link prediction. Following are 
the ways of performing entity resolution to build a customer identity graph that will help 
us create unified customer profiles.



Using Graph Query Language

If the graph data model is simple and the criteria for entity resolution are clear and 
well-defined (e.g.: National ID, SSN, email ID, address) then GraphSQL queries can be used 
to identify similar entities and identify duplicates.

By Unsupervised Learning

If the data is large and complex, and entity similarity must be determined using multiple 
dimensions, then node embedding techniques like Node2Vec or FastRP (Fast Random 
Projection) algorithm can be explored. The embeddings are numerical representations 
and correspond to a vector that can be used as input to any machine learning algorithm. 
Once the embedding is available, then entity resolution can be accomplished through 
distance-based node similarity algorithms (e.g.: Jaccard, Cosine). Nodes that have sim-
ilar attributes (e.g. similar browsing history) will have less distance between the embed-
dings, whereas nodes with diverse attributes (e.g. diverse browsing history) will have more 
distance between the embeddings. The nodes that are close are identified as same enti-
ties.

If the underlying graph is large, algorithms like Weakly Connected Components (WCC) 
can be applied to create subgraphs wherein the nodes are connected by some paths. 
Applying distance-based node similarity algorithms on subgraphs would reduce the 
computation overhead and complexity in entity resolution.

By Supervised Learning

Once entities are identified using unsupervised machine learning approaches like defined 
above, a supervised graph machine learning algorithm like Link Prediction can be used. 
It can train an entity linkage model and predict new entity links when new data flows into 
the system. A combination of unsupervised and supervised machine learning approach-
es can be applied to fine-tune entity resolution.

Adapt to the new normal

A cookieless world is going to be the new normal. Organizations need to prepare and 
adapt to that. A CDP with high-quality data and disambiguated entities enriches the plat-
form. It enables many use cases for digital commerce such as user profiling, customer 
journey analysis, micro-segmentation, personalization, interest-based advertising, prod-
uct recommendation, cross-sell, upsell, fraud detection, etc. It helps to enhance customer 
experience and increase stickiness and overall customer lifetime value. Customer iden-
tifying graphs will bring clarity and order to a chaotic cookieless digital ecosystem and 
pave the way for providing hyper-personalized services to customers.
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Become a 

3AI Member

Become a 

3AI Thought Leader
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India’s largest platform for
AI & Analytics leaders, professionals & aspirants

3AI is the largest platform and commune for AI & Analytics leaders, profession-
als & aspirants and is a sought-after partner with corporates, GCCs, academ-
ic institutions, and startups for showcasing best-in-class thought leadership, 
accentuating branding & visibility, enhancing talent advocacy and profes-
sional development. Over the previous three years, 3AI have conceptualized 
and executed 450+ pathbreaking & pioneering events, summits, conferences, 
and speaking interventions with innovative formats, &session tracks to bring 
out the next-in-class themes & topics in AI & Analytics arena.

Through our bespoke, differentiated and curated speaking engagements; our 
575+ marquee, top-of-line AI & Analytics thought leaders in 3AI TLC (Thought 
Leaders Circle) representing 490+ organizations have shared immense nug-
gets of topical knowledge & insights with our 21000+ active & growing mem-
bers from working professionals & students community.

With 90+ partner enterprises and deeply entrenched outreach with 830+ or-
ganizations, 3AI have assiduously strived to fill up the much-needed void in 
thought leadership for existing & aspiring AI, Analytics & data science lead-
ers and enhance community build-up, talent outreach, branding & marketing 
interventions for enterprises, GCCs, IT, BPM, Consulting, Technology & Cloud 
players, Platform providers & pure-play analytics firms. 3AI have a whopping 
outreach with 11000+ CXOs & decision makers and talent outreach with 125+ 
academic institutions covering 0.4 million students. 3AI events & programs 
have been attended by 1.4 million participants grossing 9.4 million impres-
sions across social channels.
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